
SHOW NOT TELL TECHNIQUE WRITING A COVER

Show don't tell is a writer's bread and butter. NOTE: We cover everything in this blog post and much more about the
writing, marketing, and . The idea behind this writing technique is to put the reader in your shoes.

So we know that our scenes are going to be mostly shown: that is, played out real time, with
moment-by-moment action and â€” in most cases â€” with plenty of dialogue too. It tells the reader what is
going on. The detective chief inspector who presides over our happy breed, this little world. It does not matter
what you are writing, your words should always show what you mean, or show readers the action, the
character, or the idea, rather than simply telling them about it. As Jonâ€”head down, attention buriedâ€”works
with his paperclips, I get out the Great Crossbow of Doom, as Jon himself christened it. Example 3.
Something happens. Click here to download my free self-editing checklist. Telling When you tell rather than
show, you simply inform your reader of information rather than allowing him to deduce anything. Make a list
of what the character sees, listen, feels, touch or taste. His shoulders could slump. Take note of the action
taking place. Downstairs, I could hear the return of a long-lost sound: Amy making breakfast. Spots are
limited! Interested in learning more? If your dialogue is good, it will draw readers into the action, and they
will hear the characters' voices in their heads. Jon half-turns to me, wanting, I think, to harvest the praise that
is his due. Happy writing, and thanks for stopping by. Need more help? If you would write something like
this, you have achieved effectiveness with your words by telling the reader that the girl looks pretty and
happy, but you have done nothing to draw your readers in and make them genuinely interested in the story
unfolding. Instead of describing the pigeons, the tourists and the layout of the space, you can evoke it through
action: He was late.


